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The digital security of retail companies in Brazil, be 
present or not in online commerce, is constantly tested. 
Every day, new attempts at virtual attacks are 
recorded. Cybercriminals are using increasingly 
sophisticated techniques to break into systems, steal 
sensitive data, and perform denial-of-service attacks. 
With 13 physical stores in the state of Sao Paulo and a 
national sales flow on its website, DARC Magazine 
decided to anticipate digital transformation and 
adopted Blockbit Platform to bring security to its 
corporate network. Since then, the company has made 
the most of all the features offered by the solution. The 
result, according to Alberto Poleti, Manager of the 
Department of Information Technology, is extremely 
satisfactory. "We believe the company is now more 
secure in terms of threat control, data protection, and 
user control. The IT department, for example, has 
saved valuable hours because Blockbit Platform does 
the service pretty much everything on its own," Poleti 
says.

Priority in protecting your customers' 
data
Stores with a lot of movement, as those of the state 
capital, in addition to the great flow in their 
e-commerce, DARC Magazine would need, more 
than ever, to have a solution that offers effective 
security to all its personal data. Even before the 
General Data Protection Regulation was discussed, 
the company had already treated the security of its 
consumer information as a priority. By adopting the 
Blockbit Plataform, which has resources capable of 
identifying security policy compliance failures in 
accordance with the standards required by the new 
law, DARC Magazine has been able to lead the way 
in its compliance process. "We have always invested 
in security and RGDP has been another reason to 
implement Blockbit, because we have been able to have greater peace of mind regarding the protection of all the 
personal data we process," says Alberto Poleti. All this security is due to Next-Generation Firewall Blockbit 
(NGFW), which integrates into the platform and helps the company prevent potential threats from reaching its 
ecosystem. "The advanced tool protects sensitive information through security controls that prevent malware from 
invading the network. In addition to creating policies for applications, users, groups, programming, and other 
resources that are not available in conventional firewalls," explains Blockbit R&D Director Marcel Mathias. 

Implementation without interrupting the operation
A total of 250 employees from various departments help DARC Magazine stay active. Among them, 70 
employees have daily access to the company's network and any disruption to the system can lead to operational 
losses. From an incomplete sale to a delay in the logistics process. Implementing Blockbit Platform without 
hindering the company's work routine was precisely the main challenge experienced by Thiago Coronel, CEO of 
Agion Tecnologia, Blockbit's partner channel in the platform migration process at DARC Magazine. "The company 
has extensive coverage in its office hours, so the time window was very short. Yet, we made the migration as 
secure as possible. We trimmed the edges during the day, optimized the accesses as they were going on and in 
the end we completed the implementation in a record time of two days," says Colonel. Blockbit Platform currently 
monitors an environment of 150 devices and 70 users. In addition to NGFW, other platform features help the 
company stay secure and productive, such as Web Filter, SD-WAN, VPN, and more.
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DARC Magazine has ensured 
greater security to its 
customers' data thanks to 
Blockbit
Blockbit´s solution monitors an environment of 
150 devices and 70 users at the company's 
headquarters. 

"We believe the company is now 
more secure in terms of threat 
control, data protection, and user 
control. The IT department has 
saved valuable hours because 
Blockbit platform makes the 
service practically on its own"

Alberto Poleti, IT Manager at DARC 
Magazine

Client
With a history of over 30 years, DARC Magazine 
has 13 stores throughout the state of Sao Paulo. 
It has been recognized for their experience in the 
fashion industry for the most diverse audiences 
and excellent service. Its units have excellent 
options of footwear and women's, men's and 
children's fashion, always working with big 
brands and following the latest trends.
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"The advanced tool protects sensitive 
information through security controls that 

prevent malware from invading the network. In 
addition to creating policies for applications, 

users, groups, programming, and other 
resources that are not available on 

conventional firewalls”

Marcel Mathias, Blockbit's R&D Director


